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ANTI-FROBENIUS ALGEBRAS AND ASSOCIATIVE YANG-BAXTER
EQUATION
A. I. ZOBNIN
Abstract. Associative Yang-Baxter equation arises in different areas of algebra, e.g.,
when studying double quadratic Poisson brackets, non-abelian quadratic Poisson brack-
ets, or associative algebras with cyclic 2-cocycle (anti-Frobenius algebras). Precisely,
faithful representations of anti-Frobenius algebras (up to isomorphism) are in one-to-one
correspondence with skew-symmetric solutions of associative Yang-Baxter equation (up
to equivalence). Following the work of Odesskii, Rubtsov and Sokolov and using comput-
er algebra system Sage, we found some constant skew-symmetric solutions of associative
Yang-Baxter equation and construct corresponded non-abelian quadratic Poisson brack-
ets.
MSC 16T25, 14H70
1. Introduction
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space and r be a linear operator on V ⊗ V . We
consider skew-symmetric solutions of associative Yang-Baxter equation [1, 7]
(1) r13r12 − r12r23 + r23r13 = 0, r12 = −r21,
where rij denotes an operator r acting on ith and jth component of V ⊗ V ⊗ V . Fix a
basis eα in V and let
r(eα ⊗ eβ) = r
γε
αβeγeε.
Then (1) can be rewritten:
rγεαβ = −r
εγ
βα,(2)
rλσαβr
µν
στ + r
µσ
βτ r
νλ
σα + r
νσ
ταr
λµ
σβ = 0.(3)
Such solutions appear in different areas of algebra, e.g., in describing double quadrat-
ic Poisson brackets [2, 6], non-abelian quadratic Poisson brackets [5] and anti-Frobenius
algebras [1, 5]. Using the latter correspondence we construct some solutions of (1).
In [5] Odesskii, Rubtsov and Sokolov considered a special class of non-abelian linear and
quadratic Poisson brackets related to ODE systems of the form
dxα
dt
= Fα(x1, . . . , xN ),
where xi are m×m-matrices in independent variables and Fα are non-commutative poly-
nomials. They generalized m-dimensional Manakov top (which is itself a generalization of
m-dimensional Euler top) to the case of arbitrary N . They used bi-Hamiltonian approach,
i.e., they constructed a pair of compatible (in some sense) Poisson brackets. Poisson brack-
ets in question
• are GLm-adjoint invariant;
• send traces of any two matrix polynomials to the trace of some other matrix poly-
nomial.
Key words and phrases. Associative Yang-Baxter equation, anti-Frobenius algebras, non-abelian qua-
dratic Poisson brackets.
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Such brackets form an important class, since the corresponding Hamilton operator can
be expressed in terms of left and right multiplication operators given by polynomials in
matrices x1, . . . , xN . They were called non-abelian Poisson brackets in [5].
Quadratic non-abelian Poisson brackets are of the form{
xj1i1,α, x
j2
i2,β
}
= rγεαβx
j2
i1,γ
xj1i2,ε + a
γε
αβx
k
i1,γ
xj2k,εδ
j1
i2
− aγεβαx
k
i2,γ
xj1k,εδ
j2
i1
.
We consider the case when aγεαβ = 0. Then the constraints on coefficients r
γε
αβ are pre-
cisely (2) and (3), i.e., tensor r is a constant skew-symmetric solution of the associative
Yang-Baxter equation for an N -dimensional vector space V .
The classification of non-abelian quadratic Poisson brackets (even with aγεαβ = 0) is an
open question. The complete solution for zero a is known in the case N = 2 (Aguiar [1]
and Odesskii, Rubtsov and Sokolov [6]) and N = 3 (Sokolov [8]). For example, all solutions
(up to equivalence) in the case N = 2 are either of the form
r2122 = −r
12
22 = λ,
or
r2221 = −r
22
12 = λ.
(Here we presented only non-zero components of tensor r.)
2. Anti-Frobenius algebras
It would be tempting to find an appropriate algebraic structure for r. Odesskii, Rubtsov
and Sokolov proved ([5], see also [1, Proposition 2.7]) that the solutions of these equations
(up to equivalence, i.e., change of basis) are in one-to-one correspondence with faithful
representations of anti-Frobenius algebras (up to isomorphism). An associative algebra
A is called anti-Frobenius if it is equipped with a non-degenerate anti-symmetric bilinear
form (·, ·) such that
(4) (x, yz) + (y, zx) + (z, xy) = 0
for all x, y, z ∈ A. Such form is a cyclic 2-cocycle in the sense of Connes [3]. This
correspondence is constructive, i.e., it is possible to obtain explicitly the components of r
from an anti-Frobenius algebra and vice versa. Precisely, let ϕ : A → MatN be a faithful
representation, {eα} be a basis of ϕ(A) and G be the matrix of the bilinear form (x, y).
Then
(5) rabcd = g
α,βeac,αe
b
d,β,
where (gα,β) = G−1.
Odesskii, Rubtsov and Sokolov [5] considered the following example of an anti-Frobenius
algebra: A consists of N×N -matrices with zero Nth row, and (x, y) = l([x, y]) for a generic
element l ∈ A∗. (Similar construction for Lie algebras was considered in [4].) They found
the corresponding solution of an associative Yang-Baxter equation, which is equivalent to
the following one:
(6) rαβαβ = r
βα
αβ = r
αα
βα = −r
αα
αβ =
1
λα − λβ
, α 6= β, α, β = 1, . . . , N
(here λ1, . . . , λN are arbitrary pairwise distinct parameters, and the other components of
r are zero). We found that this solution can be directly obtained from the anti-Frobenius
algebra
AN,1 = {A ∈ MatN |
∑
i
aij = 0 ∀ j = 1, . . . , N}
equipped with bilinear form
(7) (x, y) = tr ([x, y] · diag(λ1, . . . , λN )) ,
which is isomorphic to A.
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3. Main result
Let’s generalize the construction of AN,1. Let M be a proper divisor of N . We consider
N(N −M)-dimensional algebra
AN,M = {A ∈ MatN |
∑
i≡r (mod M)
aij = 0 ∀ r = 1, . . . ,M, ∀ j = 1, . . . , N}
equipped with bilinear form (7). It is easy to check that this skew-symmetric form satis-
fies (4).
Theorem. Let λi be equal to λj iff
[
i
M
]
=
[
j
M
]
. Then the form (7) is non-degenerate,
i.e., the algebra AN,M is anti-Frobenius.
Proof. Let’s consider the following basis in AN,M :
B =
{
ei,j := Ei,j − Ei¯j ,j | i¯j 6= i
}
.
Here i¯j denotes the integer that has the same remainder modulo M as i and the same
quotient modulo M as j, i.e., if i = qiM + ri and j = qjM + rj then i¯j = Mqj + ri. There
are N(N −M) elements in B. Note that
ei,j ∈ B ⇐⇒ qi 6= qj ⇐⇒ ej,i ∈ B
and ei,i /∈ B. By assumption we have λj = λqj and hence λj = λi¯j for all j. Let’s divide
all elements in B into pairs {ei,j , ej,i}. We have
(ei,j, ej,i) = tr
(
[Ei,j − Ei¯j ,j, Ej,i − Ej¯i,i] · diag(λ1, . . . , λN )
)
=
= λi − λj
and, if p 6= i and q 6= j,
(ei,j , eq,p) = tr
(
[Ei,j − Ei¯j ,j, Eq,p − Eq¯p,p] · diag(λ1, . . . , λN )
)
=
= δi,pδj,q(λi − λj)− δi,pδj,q¯p(λp − λq¯p)−
−δ¯ij ,pδj,q(λi¯j − λj) + δ¯ij ,pδj,q¯p(λi¯j − λj) = 0.
Thus, (x, y) has a canonical block diagonal form in the basis B with nonzero blocks and is
non-degenerate. 
Using (5), we obtain the following components for the corresponding tensor r:
rabcd =


∑
i,j
1
λj − λi
(
Ei,j − Ei¯j ,j
)a
c
(
Ej,i − Ej¯i,i
)b
d
=
(δad − δ
a
d¯c
)(δbc − δ
b
c¯d
)
λc − λd
, if c 6= d,
0, otherwise.
In particular, rabcd = 0 when either a 6= d (mod M) or b 6= c (mod M).
Note that for M = 1 this formula becomes
rabcd =


(δad − δ
a
c )(δ
b
c − δ
b
d)
λc − λd
, if c 6= d,
0, otherwise,
which coincides with (6). As we have seen, the special case M = 1 is equivalent to the
construction of Odesskii, Rubtsov and Sokolov.
Consider now the case of arbitrary pairwise distinct λi. One can check that in this case
the form (x, y) is non-degenerate too. Using computer algebra system Sage, we obtained
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for small N and generalized for all N the following formula for components of tensor r in
this case:
rabcd = 0, if a 6≡ d or b 6≡ c,
raaea = −r
aa
ae =
1
λa − λe
, when a 6= e,
raacd = 0, if c 6= a or d 6= a,
rabba =
1
λa − λb


∏
b′≡b, b′ 6=b
(λa − λb′)
∏
a′≡a, a′ 6=a
(λb − λa′)
∏
a′≡a, a′ 6=a
(λa − λa′)
∏
b′≡b, b′ 6=b
(λb − λb′)
− 1

 , if a 6= b,
rabcd =
1
λa − λb
·
∏
c′≡c, c′ 6=c
(λa − λc′)
∏
d′≡d, d′ 6=d
(λb − λd′)
∏
a′≡a, a′ 6=a
(λa − λa′)
∏
b′≡b, b′ 6=b
(λb − λb′)
otherwise.
Here x ≡ y means that x ≡ y (mod M).
With these formulae one can construct corresponding quadratic Poisson brackets. For
example, in the case N = 2M and m = 1 the corresponding scalar Poisson bracket has the
form
{xα, xβ} =
(xα − xα′)(xβ − xβ′)(λα′ − λβ′)
(λα − λβ′)(λβ − λβ′)
where γ′ relates to γ as |γ′ − γ| = M .
Finally, we note that for the similar algebra
ATN,M = {A
T | A ∈ AN,M}
the corresponding solution rˆ can be computed as follows:
rˆabcd = r
cd
ab.
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